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Introduction

This document accompanies a database of a collection of wheat landraces
from Iran. The database has information on the collecting localities and on
several morphological characters and phenological traits. The wheat landraces
were collected in the 1930s and conserved at the University of Tehran. Measurements were made on ﬁelds at the Univeristy of California, Davis, USA, between
1990 and 1996. For detailed documentation see the report that is availalbe at
http://biogeo.ucdavis.edu/projects/iranwheat/
In this document we illustrate how some of the data - or comparable data
on plant genetic resources collections - can be analyzed using R . R is a freely
available program for scientiﬁc data analysis that runs on all major computer
operating systems (linux, mac, and windows). While we explain many of the
R commands we use, you need to have some prior understanding of R to fully
understand what is going on. There are many on-line tutorials and books available.
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Reading the data

The database is stored in Microsoft Access 2007 (.accdb) format. It consists
of six tables: ”Accession”, which contains identiﬁcation numbers and species
information about each accession (an accession is a single sample; it may consist seeds from several plants growing together in a ﬁeld, and hence consist of
several genotypes, but here that is not the case); ”Location”, which describes
the locations where the accessions were collected; ”Experiment”, which contains
∗ University of California, Davis. This work was funded by a grant from the Global Crop
Divesity Trust
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the data from ﬁeld plantings; ”Checks”, which identiﬁes the species and cultivar
used as check varieties in the several experiments; ”Field info”, which contains
information about the layout of the experimental plots; and ”Weather”, which
has daily weather data for a weather station in Davis (CIMIS # 6) at 38.53577,
-121.77638 (longitude, latitude).
Much of the functionality in R is available via plug-ins called ’packages’ or
’libraries’. For example, to read an Access database, the ’RODBC’ package can
be used (ODBC stands for ’Open DataBase Connectivity’). Note that as Access
is a product by Microsoft, reading these ﬁles is only supported on the Windows
operating system. On other platforms, you can get the data into R using the
CSV (comma seperated values) ﬁles and the ’read.csv’ function (see below).
Let’s ﬁrst set the working directory and assign the ﬁlename to variable f.
The path for the working directory you use is likely diﬀerent, so please carefully
change it to match the path to the ﬁle you have. Notice that you must use
forward slashes in ﬁlenames! The lines below starts with a ’greater-than’ sign
(>), which indicates that it was run in R .
> setwd("e:/wheat/")
> f <- "IranWheat_20121008.accdb"
Let’see if the ﬁle exists (TRUE of FALSE?)
> file.exists(f)
[1] TRUE
The [1] before TRUE indicates that TRUE is the ﬁrst (and in this case only)
element of the vector of values returned by the function file.exists. Now
let’s load the RODBC package:
> library(RODBC)
If library(RODBC) fails with this message: Error in library(RODBC) :
there is no package called ’RODBC’, you need to ﬁrst install the RODBC
package. You can do this by running: install.packages(’RODBC’), and after
that run library(RODBC) again. Recall the diﬀerence between installing a
package (which you only do once in a while; the ﬁrst time you need it, and later
perhaps to update it) and loading a package, which you do the ﬁrst time you
need it after starting a new R session.
Now we open the database for use; deﬁne a query using a ’SQL’ (Standard
Query Language) statement; submit the query to the database; and we close the
connection to the database. In this case we read the entire ’experiment’ table;
"SELECT * FROM experiment" means ”Select all variables from the experiment
table”.
>
>
>
>

db <- odbcConnectAccess2007(f)
query <- "SELECT * FROM experiment"
ex <- sqlQuery(db, query, stringsAsFactors=FALSE)
odbcClose(db)
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Later on we’ll show a more complex query that combines data from the
experiment table and the location table to get the longitude and latitude data
in a single table with the epxerimental data.
Let’s see what data we’ve got from our query. The function dim returns the
dimensions of an object, in this case that is the number of rows (records) and
columns (variables). It is always good to quickly inspect the data to see if we
got what we expected. The head function prints (diplays) the ﬁrst 6 rows of
ex (a data.frame). The output looks messy as the table has 31 columns. NA
means ”Not Available”, that is, it represents a missing value.
> dim(ex)
[1] 16907
31
> head(ex)
EXP PLOT SOURCE PLANT_DATE UCD_IWA_NO SPECIES
1 91052 342 GHOUS/ 1990-12-07
8606235
C
2 91052 343 GHOUS/ 1990-12-07
8606236
D
3 91052 345 GHOUS/ 1990-12-07
8606238
D
4 91052 346 GHOUS/ 1990-12-07
8606239
D
5 91052 347 GHOUS/ 1990-12-07
8606240
D
6 91052 348 GHOUS/ 1990-12-07
8606242
C
GROWTH_HABIT HEADING MATURITY GRAIN_FILL
1
NA
51
94
43
2
NA
37
90
53
3
NA
37
85
48
4
NA
40
89
49
5
NA
40
93
53
6
NA
50
93
43
FLAGLF_LENGTH FLAGLF_WIDTH HEIGHT SPIKE_LENGTH
1
17.35
1.45 134.5
127.5
2
27.00
2.05 163.5
112.5
3
29.35
2.05 177.5
98.5
4
30.05
2.10 177.5
113.5
5
27.85
2.25 174.0
126.5
6
31.35
2.00 131.0
107.5
AWN_LENGTH SPIKELETS_SPIKE SEED_WEIGHT
1
66.0
23.0
34.6
2
176.0
24.0
55.6
3
130.0
23.0
60.0
4
181.0
23.5
50.0
5
157.5
25.0
53.8
6
82.5
19.0
31.2
GLUME_PUB GLUME_COLOR AWN_COLOR SEED_COLOR
1
1
2
2
4
2
2
2
2
2
3
1
2
2
3
4
1
2
2
3
3

5
6
1
2
3
4
5
6
1
2
3
4
5
6
1
2
3
4
5
6

2
3
3
4
2
2
3
4
GLAL_GLL LEAF_RUST LEAF_RUST1 LEAF_RUST2
2.0
NA
NA
NA
0.5
NA
NA
NA
0.2
NA
NA
NA
0.2
NA
NA
NA
0.2
NA
NA
NA
2.0
NA
NA
NA
LEAF_RUST3 YELLOW_RUST YELLOW_RUST1
NA
NA
0
NA
NA
0
NA
NA
0
NA
NA
0
NA
NA
0
NA
NA
0
YELLOW_RUST2 YELLOW_RUST3 BYD
0
NA
5
0
NA
3
0
NA
4
0
NA
3
0
NA
0
0
NA
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If you cannot or do want not to use Access and RODBC, you can also read the
data from the ’.csv’ (comma seperated values) ﬁles that you can also download
from the website. That is a bit less ﬂexible, but it works on all platforms. For
example, you can read the accession table like this:
> expcsv <- read.csv('Experiment.csv')
Now we have read in some of the data, we ﬁrst need to do some housekeeping.
Some of the variables in the database have numeric codes instead of their actual
values. These codes need to be replaced to allow correct data handling (as
class-variables rather than as numbers) and interpretation. Here are some R
tricks to do that. Below, we ﬁrst replace diﬀerent codes for GROWTH HABIT
with their actual value, ’1’ is ’spring’, ’2’ is ’winter’, and ’3’ is ’facultative’ and
then we use the same approach for a few other class variables, and a somewhat
diﬀerent approach to replace abbreviations (rather than as numbers).
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

habit <- c('spring', 'winter', 'facultative')
ex$GROWTH_HABIT <- habit[ex$GROWTH_HABIT]
#
# more of the same, on a single line
ex$GLUME_PUB <- c('glabrous', 'light', 'heavy')[ex$GLUME_PUB]
ex$GLUME_COLOR <- c('white', 'bronze', 'black')[ex$GLUME_COLOR]
ex$AWN_COLOR <- c('awnless', 'white', 'bronze', 'black')[ex$AWN_COLOR]
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>
>
>
>
>

ex$SEED_COLOR <- c('white', 'yellow', 'brown', 'dark red')[ex$SEED_COLOR]
#
# replace characters by first matching:
sp <- match(ex$SPECIES, c('C', 'D', 'M', 'CK', 'X'))
ex$SPECIES <- c('common', 'durum', 'mixed', 'check',
'undetermined')[sp]

In stead of making these changes here, it would of course have made more
sense for us to make these changes in the database. However, this does provide
for a useful illustration. If one works with a database that is managed by others,
it can be beneﬁcial to have R code that solves these types of issues such that (1)
you have a record of all changes made; (2) it is easy to replace the database with
a newer version, or to correct some of your own mistakes, because all changes
made can be rapidly reproduced.
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Exploring quantitative data

Having the data in R allows for many ﬂexible ways to graphically explore
the data. For example, you can look at variation of a trait across the diﬀerent
experiments. As a ﬁrst step, it can be useful to look for outliers (possible errors)
by plotting all values in in sorted order. Here we use the width of the ﬂag leaf
as example.
> plot(sort(ex$FLAGLF_WIDTH), cex=0.5, ylab='width', xlab='')
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Note how the $ sign was used to select a variable from a data.frame. The
plot data look reasonable, the values appear to have a Gaussian (Normal) distribution, although the extreme value of a width of 3 cm seems a bit high. Below
we make a boxplot to inspect the distribution of the values by experiment (in
most cases there was one experiment per year). The thick horizontal lines represents the median values, the whiskers represent the extreme values (except for
outliers, which are plotted as dots), and the boxes represent quartiles.
> boxplot(FLAGLF_WIDTH ˜ EXP, data=ex)
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It is often useful to make scatterplots of one measurement against another.
See ?pairs if you want to make many combinations of plots.
> plot(FLAGLF_WIDTH˜FLAGLF_LENGTH, data=ex, cex=0.5, pch='+')
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We can also compute a correlation coeﬃcient, but to do so, we ﬁrst need to
remove the NA values:
> v <- ex[ , c('FLAGLF_WIDTH', 'FLAGLF_LENGTH')]
> x <- na.omit(v)
> cor.test(x[,1], x[,2])
Pearson's product-moment correlation
data: x[, 1] and x[, 2]
t = 76.4406, df = 16436, p-value < 2.2e-16
alternative hypothesis: true correlation is not equal to 0
95 percent confidence interval:
0.5007566 0.5233137
sample estimates:
cor
0.5121234
And we can ﬁt a simple linear regression model:
> m <- lm(FLAGLF_WIDTH˜FLAGLF_LENGTH, data=ex)
> summary(m)
Call:
lm(formula = FLAGLF_WIDTH ˜ FLAGLF_LENGTH, data = ex)
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Residuals:
Min
1Q
Median
-0.84877 -0.18613 -0.02088

3Q
0.17485

Max
1.14452

Coefficients:
Estimate Std. Error t value
(Intercept)
0.8821721 0.0110964
79.50
FLAGLF_LENGTH 0.0347555 0.0004547
76.44
Pr(>|t|)
(Intercept)
<2e-16 ***
FLAGLF_LENGTH
<2e-16 ***
--Signif. codes: 0 ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’ 0.1 ‘ ’ 1
Residual standard error: 0.2685 on 16436 degrees of freedom
(469 observations deleted due to missingness)
Multiple R-squared: 0.2623,
Adjusted R-squared: 0.2622
F-statistic: 5843 on 1 and 16436 DF, p-value: < 2.2e-16
You can also derive new variables, and show the minimum and maximum
values:
> AWN_SPK <- ex$AWN_LENGTH / ex$SPIKE_LENGTH
> range(AWN_SPK, na.rm=TRUE)
[1] 0.01526718 4.44000000
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Aggregation and callibration

But wait a minute... The above graphs were helpful for a quick ﬁrst exploration of the data, but they are somewhat deceptive because the data are not
well balanced! We have 6 years of experiments; each year has diﬀerent conditions; most accessions were used in multiple experiments, but not in all; and the
results for the check varieties are still included. So before we go on, we need to
consider how to deal with that. We can remove the data for the check varieties.
We could also compute, for each accession, average values for the variables of
interest. But how?
The ﬁrst plot showed the distribution of ﬂagleaf-width measurements for
each experiment. For this (and other traits) there is a lot of variation between
experiments (years). One could choose to ignore this, but this does not seem
to be the right thing to do – except for the few traits that are stable among
experiments because they are not sensitive to environmental variation.
It might be a good idea to callibrate the data before combining them. Callibration could be done based on the values for ’check’ varieties but in this case
that is not that easy because there were diﬀerent local check varieties in diﬀerent
9

experiments. Moreover, we are not sure whether the response of local (Californian) wheat varieties to weather variation is a good indicator of the eﬀect of
that variation on Iranian wheat landraces. With hindsight, it probably would
have been best to have included, in each experiment, the same local checks and
a small number (perhaps 5 to 10) of the Iranian wheat landrace checks as well.
Instead of using the checks, we could also try to calibrate the data by estimating the year eﬀect from the average response of all landraces (and perhaps
checks) in each experiment. Or we could compute a year eﬀect by comparing
the diﬀerences in responses between years of the same Iranian wheat landraces
(that were grown in multiple experiments). Furthermore, we could attempt to
relate the diﬀerences between years to environmental (weather) data for these
years, and we could also look at spatial patterns of variation within the experimental ﬁeld (there were no blocks or repetitions), perhaps plants are taller in
one part of the ﬁeld than in another part.
Let’s explore some of these ideas. For each entry in the Experiment table
we can determine the year it was planted. Ideally we would use the variable
PLANT_DATE but that variable currently has missing values, so we use EXP instead
(which returns the year of harvest), which is one year later as the experiments
were planted in fall and harvested in spring of the next year (as is common for
wheat in California).
> yr <- format(ex$PLANT_DATE,'%Y')
> # incomplete
> table(yr)
yr
1989 1990 1991 1993
2340 2950 2398 5184
> #
> # better:
> yr <- substr(ex$EXP, 1, 2)
> table(yr)
yr
90
91
92
93
94
95
96
2340 2950 2398 2255 5184 447 1333
> # add it to the table
> ex$year <- paste('19', yr, sep='')
We can now get mean values by year for the variables using functions tapply
or aggregate. For example:
> tapply(ex$FLAGLF_WIDTH, yr, mean, na.rm=TRUE)
90
91
92
93
94
1.567701 1.937711 1.734383 1.750953 1.639213
95
96
1.608837 1.700375
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But before computing mean values, let’s ﬁrst seperate the local checks varieties from the Irianian wheats. Get the ’Checks’ table from the database (or
from the ’checks.csv’ ﬁle).
>
>
>
>

db <- odbcConnectAccess2007(f)
query <- "SELECT * FROM Checks"
ck <- sqlQuery(db, query, stringsAsFactors=FALSE)
odbcClose(db)

The link between the Checks and Experiment tables is the unique accession
identﬁer: UCD_IWA_NO. We use it to ﬁrst determine which rows in the experiment
table are check varieties, and then to split the data into two tables, one for the
checks, and one for the landraces. After that, we further reduce the checks to
the two varieties that were used most.
> i <- which(ex$UCD_IWA_NO %in% ck$UCD_IWA_NO)
> check <- ex[i,]
> landr <- ex[-i,]
> #
> #
> cs <- rev(sort(table(check$UCD_IWA_NO)))
> cs
8690007 8690001 8690006 8690008 8690002 8690003
367
325
40
39
38
28
8690004 8690005 8690010 8690009
22
4
1
1
> cs[1:2]
8690007 8690001
367
325
> ncs <- names(cs[1:2])
> ncs
[1] "8690007" "8690001"
> #
> # the varieties:
> ck[ck$UCD_IWA_NO %in% ncs, ]
UCD_IWA_NO
species
variety
4
8690007 Triticum aestivum Yecora Rojo
10
8690001 Triticum aestivum
Anza
> check2 <- check[check$UCD_IWA_NO %in% ncs, ]
> #
> # to keep track of the year
> i2 <- i[check$UCD_IWA_NO %in% ncs]
Now, for a set of quantitative variables, let’s compute the mean values by
year.
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> quantvars <- c("HEADING","MATURITY", "GRAIN_FILL", "FLAGLF_LENGTH",
"FLAGLF_WIDTH", "HEIGHT", "SPIKE_LENGTH", "AWN_LENGTH",
"SPIKELETS_SPIKE", "SEED_WEIGHT", "GLAL_GLL", "LEAF_RUST")
> #
> # get the means
> # for the landraces
> mr <- aggregate(landr[,quantvars], list(year=landr$year),
mean, na.rm=TRUE)
> # all checks
> mc <- aggregate(check[,quantvars], list(year=check$year),
mean, na.rm=TRUE)
> # only the two common checks
> mc2 <- aggregate(check2[,quantvars], list(year=check2$year),
mean, na.rm=TRUE)
Below are plots to illustrate the diﬀerences between the year-eﬀect on the
means for the all checks (red) and the subset of checks (blue) versus the landraces
for eight variables. While the eﬀect on the checks and the landraces are clearly
related, the relation is not always very strong. In most cases it does not matter
whether to use all checks or only the subset of the most used checks (that
dominate the data anyway), but this is clearly not true for AWN LENGTH.
> par(mfrow=c(3,3))
> for (j in c(2:10)) {
lim <- range(c(mc[,j], mc2[,j]), na.rm=TRUE)
plot(mr[,j], mc[,j], main=names(mc)[j], xlab='landrace',
ylab='check', pch=20, col='red', cex=2, ylim=lim)
abline(lm(mc[,j] ˜ mr[,j]), col='red', lty=2)
points(mr[,j], mc2[,j], pch='x', col='blue', cex=1.5 )
abline(lm(mc2[,j] ˜ mr[,j]), col='blue', lty=2)
}
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Let’s see if diﬀerences in the weather between years can be used to explain
the year to year variation. First we get the weather data.
>
>
>
>
>
1
2
3
4
5
6
1
2
3
4
5
6

db <- odbcConnectAccess2007(f)
query <- "SELECT * FROM Weather"
w <- sqlQuery(db, query, stringsAsFactors=FALSE)
odbcClose(db)
head(w)
Station
day precip max_air_tmp
DAVIS.A 1982-01-01 2.538
11.1
DAVIS.A 1982-01-02 8.629
10.0
DAVIS.A 1982-01-03 0.000
6.7
DAVIS.A 1982-01-04 37.810
8.3
DAVIS.A 1982-01-05 64.970
9.4
DAVIS.A 1982-01-06 0.000
7.2
min_air_tmp wind_speed ETo max_rh min_rh
0.6
NA NA
NA
NA
2.2
NA NA
NA
NA
-1.1
NA NA
NA
NA
0.0
NA NA
NA
NA
3.3
NA NA
NA
NA
0.6
NA NA
NA
NA
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We need to do some processing to get the average mean temperature and
precipitation for the ﬁrst quarter (three months) of each year (an arbitrary
measure that we chose).
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
1
2
3
4
5
6
>

w$year <- strftime(w$day, "%Y")
w$month <- strftime(w$day, "%m")
w$quarter <- floor(as.integer(w$month) / 4 + 1)
w$avg_tmp <- (w$min_air_tmp + w$max_air_tmp) / 2
wq <- aggregate(w[, c('avg_tmp', 'precip')], w[, c('year', 'quarter')],
FUN = mean)
# first quarter
wq1 <- subset(wq, quarter==1)
head(wq1)
year quarter
avg_tmp
precip
1982
1 8.218333 4.3226778
1983
1 10.122778 6.2309889
1984
1 9.922527 0.8645934
1985
1 8.262778 1.7198444
1986
1 11.728333 5.4589778
1987
1 9.526111 2.5067778
barplot(wq1$precip, names.arg=wq1$year, las=2,
ylab='average daily precipitation in the first quarter (mm)')
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Now get the matching years and compute the R 2 between precipitation or
temperature and the quantitative variables.
> y <- match(mr[,1], wq1[,1])
> wq1 <- wq1[y, ]
>
>
>
>
>

n <- colnames(mr)
res <- matrix(ncol=2, nrow=length(n)-1)
rownames(res) <- n[-1]
colnames(res) <- c('precipitation', 'temperature')
for (i in 2:ncol(mr)) {
m1 <- lm(mr[, i] ˜ wq1$precip)
m2 <- lm(mr[, i] ˜ wq1$avg_tmp)
res[i-1,1] <- summary(m1)$r.squared
res[i-1,2] <- summary(m2)$r.squared
}
> print(res, digits=1)
precipitation temperature
HEADING
0.100
0.173
MATURITY
0.180
0.015
GRAIN_FILL
0.050
0.014
FLAGLF_LENGTH
0.326
0.217
FLAGLF_WIDTH
0.003
0.001
HEIGHT
0.009
0.374
SPIKE_LENGTH
0.004
0.110
AWN_LENGTH
0.046
0.150
SPIKELETS_SPIKE
0.126
0.448
SEED_WEIGHT
0.505
0.017
GLAL_GLL
0.048
0.172
LEAF_RUST
1.000
1.000
Generally the relation between the quantiative variables and the two climate
variables that we chose is very weak (the R 2 of 1 with LEAF RUST is meaningless as there are only two years in which that was measured). The strongest
association is between precipiation and ”SEED WEIGHT” and between temperature and ”SPIKELETS SPIKE”. These relationships are plotted below.
> par(mfrow=c(1,2))
> plot(wq1$precip, mr[, 'SEED_WEIGHT'], cex=2,
xlab='Avg. precipitation (mm)',
ylab='Average seed weight (g)')
> m1 <- lm(mr[, 'SEED_WEIGHT'] ˜ wq1$precip)
> abline(m1, lwd=2, col='blue')
> plot(wq1$avg_tmp, mr[, 'SPIKELETS_SPIKE'], cex=2,
xlab= expression(paste("Avg. temperature (",degree,"C)")),
ylab='Spikelets per spike')
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> m2 <- lm(mr[, 'SPIKELETS_SPIKE'] ˜ wq1$avg_tmp)
> abline(m2, lwd=2, col='blue')

So now what? There is no clear answer, and some other things left to explore
(for example the eﬀect of intraﬁeld variation). For now, we’ll use the average
values for the Iranian wheats to callibrate the data.
The adjusment factor is the value for a year relative to the average over all
years
>
>
>
>

mm <- mr[,-1]
mv <- apply(mm, 2, mean, na.rm=T)
adj <- cbind(year=as.integer(mr[,1]), t(t(mm) / mv))
adj
year
HEADING MATURITY GRAIN_FILL
[1,] 1990
NaN 0.9433418
NaN
[2,] 1991 1.3024826 1.1455428 1.0326034
[3,] 1992 0.9637677 0.9290586 0.8953160
[4,] 1993 1.1498635 1.0583597 0.9874459
[5,] 1994 0.7624831 0.9440219 1.0317249
[6,] 1995 0.9242837 1.0596026 1.1304267
[7,] 1996 0.8971193 0.9200726 0.9224830
FLAGLF_LENGTH FLAGLF_WIDTH
HEIGHT
[1,]
0.9378352
0.9212381 0.8071540
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[2,]
[3,]
[4,]
[5,]
[6,]
[7,]
[1,]
[2,]
[3,]
[4,]
[5,]
[6,]
[7,]
[1,]
[2,]
[3,]
[4,]
[5,]
[6,]
[7,]

1.0640386
1.1400333 1.1068829
1.0594709
1.0152757 1.0508723
1.0191622
1.0300403 0.9399182
0.8761755
0.9616879 1.0156704
0.9987114
0.9344283 1.0104871
1.0446062
0.9972964 1.0690150
SPIKE_LENGTH AWN_LENGTH SPIKELETS_SPIKE
0.9901451 0.9149543
0.9288161
1.0587455 1.1870836
1.0122506
1.1584156 0.9361509
1.0891357
1.0095138 0.8199612
0.9726483
0.9701817 0.9418899
0.9597631
0.9902815 0.9070251
1.0145609
0.8227167 1.2929350
1.0228253
SEED_WEIGHT GLAL_GLL LEAF_RUST
0.9678303 1.0154120
NaN
1.1353068 1.1259728
NaN
0.9810760 1.2683183 1.3966023
0.9066779 1.1365017
NaN
1.0901860 0.8764461 0.6033977
0.8094763 1.0067664
NaN
1.1094468 0.5705826
NaN

Now adjust all data
>
>
>
>
>

qwheat <- landr[,c('year', quantvars)]
qwheat$year <- as.integer(qwheat$year)
adjtab <- merge(qwheat[, 'year', drop=FALSE], adj, by=1)
adjqwheat <- adjtab * qwheat
adjqwheat[, 1] <- adjtab[, 1]

And let’s see if it did us any good. If it did, we would expect that the
range of values for a single acessions that was obtained in diﬀerent years would
decrease.
> v1 <- aggregate(qwheat[, -1], list(landr$UCD_IWA_NO),
function(x){ r <- range(x); r[2]-r[1] })
> v2 <- aggregate(adjqwheat[, -1], list(landr$UCD_IWA_NO),
function(x){ r <- range(x); r[2]-r[1] })
> m1 <- colMeans(v1, na.rm=T)
> m2 <- colMeans(v2, na.rm=T)
> plot(m1[-1], m2[-1], xlim=c(0,13), ylim=c(0,13),
cex=0.5, main='mean interaccesion range',
xlab='before adjustment',
ylab='after adjustment')
> text(m1[-1]+.2, m2[-1], tolower(names(m1)[-1]),
cex=0.75, adj=0)
> abline(0,1)
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All in all it did not help much at all. Variability even got worse in some cases.
The only clear case where our adjustment seemed justiﬁed is for leaf rust. This
makes sense. There was a year with low leaf rust disease incidence and one with
high disease incidence. Without an ajustment like ours such data cannot be
combined and compared. However, for the other variables we were not able to
show that our adjustments were helpful, so we won’t use them. Instead we’ll
use ”naive” averages. We’ll use the aggregate function to get the mean values
for each accession.
> d1 <- aggregate(ex[,quantvars], ex[,'UCD_IWA_NO', drop=FALSE], mean, na.rm=TRUE)
Let’s make a few boxplots again to examine the range and variability of some
of the variables. Note that the thick line is the median value. The box ranges
from the second to third quartile, and the wiskers are the extremes, except for
outliers that are indicated with dots.
>
>
>
>
>

par(mfrow=c(2,2))
boxplot(d1[,c(3:4)])
boxplot(d1[,c(8:9)])
boxplot(d1[,c(6, 12)]) # 24?
boxplot(d1[,c(2,7)])
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5

Exploring qualitative data

Above we took the mean value for a number of quantitative variables. That
does not work for qualitative variables. We do not aggregate these by taking
the mean, but, for example, by taking the modal (most frequent) value. We
use the raster package to access the ’modal’ function. Here we assume that
inter-annual variablility is not very important for these variables (but feel free
to explore that, you will ﬁnd that there is some variation).
> library(raster)
> # the qualitative variables to be aggregated
> qualvars <- c('SPECIES', 'GROWTH_HABIT', 'GLUME_PUB', 'GLUME_COLOR',
'AWN_COLOR', 'SEED_COLOR')
Computing the modal value of each variable for each unique accession number
> d2 <- aggregate(ex[,qualvars], ex[,'UCD_IWA_NO',drop=FALSE], modal, na.rm=TRUE)
Let’s summarize awn color these through a table and a plot:
> tab <- table(d2$AWN_COLOR)
> barplot(tab, ylab='Frequency')
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6

Principal Component Analysis

A common approach to analysing these type of data is to reduce the complexity by collapsing the number of variables into only a few, or to group the
accessions through clustering. Here we show how to use principal component
analysis (PCA) to see if common- and durum-wheat can be distinguished based
on some of the morphological traits that were measured.
First we combine the qualitative and quantitative data. We need to do that
to get a table that has the species name as well as the variable of interest for
the PCA.
> dd <- merge(d2, d1, by='UCD_IWA_NO')
And select the variable of interest:
> vars <- c("HEADING","MATURITY", "GRAIN_FILL", "FLAGLF_LENGTH",
"FLAGLF_WIDTH", "HEIGHT", "SPIKE_LENGTH", "AWN_LENGTH",
"SPIKELETS_SPIKE","SEED_WEIGHT", "GLUME_PUB", "GLAL_GLL", "LEAF_RUST")
> d3 <- dd[, c('SPECIES', 'HEADING', 'MATURITY', 'GRAIN_FILL',
'FLAGLF_LENGTH', 'FLAGLF_WIDTH', 'HEIGHT', 'SPIKE_LENGTH',
'AWN_LENGTH', 'SPIKELETS_SPIKE', 'SEED_WEIGHT')]
Let’s only compare common and durum wheats:
> table(d3$SPECIES)
check
common
durum
10
7387
1056
mixed undetermined
20
66
> d4 <- na.omit(d3[d3$SPECIES %in% c('common', 'durum'), ])
Now we can do the principal component analysis:
> pc <- prcomp(d4[,-1], scale=TRUE)
> summary(pc)
Importance of components:
PC1
PC2
PC3
Standard deviation
1.7256 1.3136 1.1332
Proportion of Variance 0.2978 0.1726 0.1284
Cumulative Proportion 0.2978 0.4703 0.5987
PC4
PC5
PC6
Standard deviation
1.0880 0.92450 0.80445
Proportion of Variance 0.1184 0.08547 0.06471
Cumulative Proportion 0.7171 0.80259 0.86730
PC7
PC8
PC9
Standard deviation
0.75440 0.65589 0.56551
Proportion of Variance 0.05691 0.04302 0.03198
Cumulative Proportion 0.92422 0.96724 0.99922
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PC10
Standard deviation
0.08859
Proportion of Variance 0.00078
Cumulative Proportion 1.00000
And plot the results. First set up the vector of colors and plotting symbols:
>
>
>
>
>

i <- as.numeric(as.factor(d4$SPECIES))
clrs <- rep('red', length(i))
clrs[i==2] <- 'blue'
symb <- rep(1, length(i))
symb[i==2] <- 3

And ﬁnally make a plot:
> plot(pc$x[,1:2], cex=0.5, col=clrs, pch=symb)
> legend(-5.75, 5, c('common', 'durum'), pch=c(1, 3), col=c('red', 'blue'))

Now, let’s predict what the species is of the accessions for which it was not
determined:
> dx <- na.omit(d3[d3$SPECIES %in% 'undetermined', ])
> p <- predict(pc, dx[,-1])
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Plot again, now adding the predictions:
> plot(pc$x[,1:2], cex=0.5, col=clrs, pch=symb)
> points(p[, 1:2], col='black', pch=20, cex=2)
> legend(-5.75, 5, c('common', 'durum', 'undetermined'), pch=c(1, 3, 20),
col=c('red', 'blue', 'black'), pt.cex=c(1,1,2))

Not too surprising that for many of these (in the lower left corner) the species
was not determined, as they are inbetween common and durum wheat. But for
some others it seems safe to assume that they are common wheats.

7

Mapping

One of the nice things about R is that it can be used for almost any type
of data analysis, including spatial data analysis. Doing this eﬀectively requires
some study, the R spatial task view is a good place to start: http://cran.rproject.org/web/views/Spatial.html
We ﬁrst need to combine the traits data with the geographic data. That can
be done with the query below:
> query2 <- 'SELECT Experiment.*, Location.Latitude as lat,
Location.Longitude as lon FROM Experiment INNER JOIN (Accession
INNER JOIN Location ON Accession.LOC_ID = Location.LOC_ID)
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ON Experiment.UCD_IWA_NO = Accession.UCD_IWA_NO;'
> db <- odbcConnectAccess2007(f)
> gex <- sqlQuery(db, query2, stringsAsFactors=FALSE)
> odbcClose(db)
This query is somewhat complex; but it should give you most of the data you
need. If you know your way in Access an easier approach might be to (visualy)
deﬁne a ”Select query” in Access and save it. This query can then be used in R
(as if it were a table), or have a look at the ’SQL view’ of the query to get the
SQL statement you need and can use in R . If you are using the csv ﬁles you can
read the tables one by one and then use the ’merge’ function in R to combine
them.
The code below shows how to ﬁrst get the data needed to make a map of
the Iranian provinces that we can use as a backdrop, using the getData function
from the raster package.
> provinces <- getData('GADM', country='IRN', level=1)
Now we need to get the longitude/latitude for the accessions. Each location
only needs to be mapped once, so we take the ’unique’ values, and plot them
on top of a map of the provinces.
> xy <- unique(gex[,c('lon', 'lat')])
> plot(provinces, col='light blue', axes=TRUE)
> points(xy, pch='x', col='dark blue', cex=1.5)
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There are many ways to make a prettier map. One easy trick is to plot the
points on top of a Google map. Google maps use the Mercator projection, so we
need to ﬁrst transform the longitude/latitude data to that projection. We use
the Mercator and gmap functions from the dismo package and the spTransform
function from rgdal.
>
>
>
>

library(dismo)
xym <- Mercator(xy)
library(rgdal)
provmerc <- spTransform(provinces, CRS("+proj=merc +a=6378137
+b=6378137 +k=1.0 +units=m +nadgrids=@null"))

Now let’s get the Google map, plot it and add our points and province
boundaries:
>
>
>
>

x <- gmap('Iran')
plot(x, interpolate=TRUE)
plot(provmerc, add=TRUE, border='dark green')
points(xym, col='red', pch=20)
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We can also map certain traits, either by point, or by grid cell. Let’s use
”days to heading”. To map by point, we need to ﬁnd the mean for each location.
> hd <- aggregate(gex[,'HEADING',drop=FALSE], gex[,c('lon','lat')], mean, na.rm=TRUE)
> head(hd)
lon
lat HEADING
1 56.25000 27.20000 21.85714
2 57.73333 28.66667 8.50000
3 54.55000 28.75000 21.50000
4 53.63957 28.93254 23.80000
5 58.33333 29.11667 23.50000
6 54.31667 29.20000 27.16000
We’ll make the size of the points relative to the heading date number, plot
the provinces, and then add the points.
> size <- hd[,3]/15
> plot(provinces, col='light grey')
> points(hd[,1:2], col='dark blue', cex=size, lwd=2)
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It appears that the earlier accessions are from the South. Let’s see what
happens of we generalize the data with 1 degree grid cells.
Create a RasterLayer object with the spatial extent as the Iranian provinces
> r <- raster(provinces)
Set the resolution to 1 degree:
> res(r) <- 1
rasterize the points, using the mean value of all points in a single cell:
> r <- rasterize(hd[,1:2], r, hd[,3], fun=mean)
> plot(r, main='Maturity')
> plot(provinces, add=TRUE)
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We can also use the locations to link the accessions to other geographic data,
for example climate data. The below code ﬁrst downloads some climate data
(the bioclimatic variables from http://www.worldclim.org/. That takes a little
while to run the ﬁrst time you do it. The next step is to extract the climate
data for each collecting location.
> clim <- getData('worldclim', res=5, var='bio')
> cd <- extract(clim, hd[,1:2])
> plot(cd[,'bio1']/10, cd[, 'bio12'], xlab='Mean temperature (C)',
ylab='Annual precipitation (mm)')
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We can now explore if our trait of interest appears to be related to mean
annual temperature:
> temp <- cd[,'bio1']/10
> plot(temp, hd[,3], xlab='Mean temperature (C)', ylab='Maturity')
> mod <- lm(hd[,3]˜temp)
> summary(mod)
Call:
lm(formula = hd[, 3] ˜ temp)
Residuals:
Min
1Q
-25.4181 -2.2544

Median
0.4185

3Q
2.8175

Max
12.0987

Coefficients:
Estimate Std. Error t value Pr(>|t|)
(Intercept) 38.5103
1.7402 22.130 < 2e-16
temp
-0.7168
0.1166 -6.149 8.4e-09
(Intercept) ***
temp
***
--Signif. codes: 0 ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’ 0.1 ‘ ’ 1
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Residual standard error: 5.106 on 134 degrees of freedom
(1 observation deleted due to missingness)
Multiple R-squared: 0.22,
Adjusted R-squared: 0.2142
F-statistic: 37.8 on 1 and 134 DF, p-value: 8.402e-09
> abline(mod, col='red')

Or make an ’ecological niche model’ that relates the climate variables to a
trait of interest. Here we use the machine learning technique called ’random
forest’.
> library(randomForest)
> da <- na.omit(cbind(hd=hd[,3], cd))
> # remove 10% testing points
> set.seed(321)
> i <- sample(nrow(da), nrow(da)/10)
> datrain <- da[-i, ]
> rf <- randomForest(hd˜., data=datrain)
> rf
Call:
randomForest(formula = hd ˜ ., data = datrain)
Type of random forest: regression
Number of trees: 500
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No. of variables tried at each split: 6
Mean of squared residuals: 24.6469
% Var explained: 11.58
A very poor ﬁt, but let’s see what the cross validation suggests. We predict
maturity values for the locations that the model did not see; and correlate these
to observed values.
> p <- predict(rf, da[i,])
> cor(p, hd[i,3])
[1] 0.4136751
The cross validation result is not great, but not that bad either, so for the
sake of demonstration, let’s make a predictive map:
> x <- predict(clim, rf, ext=provinces)
Remove the areas that are outside Iran (’mask’) and plot
> x <- mask(x, provinces)
Found 30 region(s) and 203 polygon(s)
> plot(x, main='Predicted maturity')
> plot(provinces, add=TRUE)

Perhaps we are on to something here. Someone ought to delve deeper...
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